
The Knights of Stemalot makes learning the basics of STEM disciplines fun and easy to 
understand. This graphic novel, which focuses on technology and the six simple machines, 
uses an immediately recognizable comic book format with eye-popping visuals and exciting 
storylines to grab the attention of kids and adults. The educational content is aligned with Next
Generation Science Standards and is appropriate for upper elementary and middle school 
grade levels. Take a peek!
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There’s a crisis in Stemalot! For centuries, Stemalot Knight School has turned out the finest 
in educated knights, champions of learning. Sydney Stemshire is just such a knight – newly 
graduated and ready for assignment. She gets more than she bargains for when her professor, 
Merlin Monroe tasks her with confronting Sour Ron – a vicious (and disgruntled) former student 
of the Knight School. His failings in the arts of science, technology, engineering and math have 
turned to bitterness and hate. He is determined to bring the Knight School down. Along with 
her trusty sidekick, Theodore, Sydney must travel through the industrial villages of Stemalot, 
collecting six special tools along the way. She’ll need them – and all her courage -- when she 
faces the ultimate Stemalot villain…
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Sydney Stemshire: The Heroine 
A newly graduated student of the 

Stemalot Knight School

Theodore: The Sidekick 
A large and lovable 

bodyguard 

Gort: The Sidekick’s Sidekick  
A robot gnome that tags along 

for the journey

Sour Ron: The Villain   
Merlin’s former student, 
bent on destroying the 

Knight School

Merlin Monroe: The Narrator  
Sydney’s genius professor 



Stemalot! A collection of industrial villages with citizens dedicated to learning. This 
forward thinking society relies on Stemalot University to educate the dedicated Knights 
of Stemalot, brave champions of knowledge. But in the ruins of a deserted castle, high 
above the villages, a villain is plotting…

Soon, Stemalot…

Page 1 – The adventure begins!

Soon…
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